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Abstract: As a part of the rich collection of medie-
val jewelry from R. of Macedonia, there are few types 
of medieval rings with an interesting, and only par-
tially explained symbolic representations. With this 
article, we shall overview three examples: rings with 
decoration in form of a pentagram, rings with the 
so-called „blessing“ motive, and the newly discov-
ered ring with scorpion representation from Vodoca. 
We will elaborate already published theories of their 
symbolic meaning, and try to give a new view of it, 
based mostly on the written sources, as well as on 
representative byzantine examples.

 
seeking the protection of the God, but also, try-

ing to acquire a safety – shell from every-day magi-
cal threats, medieval people uses lots of formulas 
– Christian`s and pagan`s, which should provide 
unworried and healthy life to them and their fam-
ily. Despite the statuary significance of the rings, the 
apotropaic, (or sometimes even medical) function of 
the symbols represented on them is the main reason 
of their acceptance or rejection.  One group of rings, 
bearing the “pentagram (pentalpha)” motive on their 
bezels are very good example of how the old pagan, 
magical beliefs and need of “other” protection, de-
spite the one of God, can be incorporated into the 
world of medieval Christians.

As it is noticed1, the band rings decorated with the 
“pentalpha” star appears already on the late antique 
horizon at Corinth (VI C.,)2, but it will be represented 
on the rings especially in the medieval period (fig. 
1).3  it is, therefore, very enigmatic, why this sym-

bol has such a long - lasting appearance on the rings, 
and what is it`s meaning and significance. Most of 
the scholars are convinced that the five-end star, or 
the pentalpha, should be connected with one of the 
evangelists – St. Luke.4  According to them, the star 
is symbolizing Virgin Mary, and Luke is the one who, 
as a painter, brought her image to the faithful. Notic-
ing that the figures of lions, angels or eagles are ap-
pearing more often than any other on the medieval 
rings, Marjanović  – Vujović  surmised that they are 
referring to the images of the evangelists.  Since all 
of those symbols are attested as presence of some of 
the evangelists, only the symbol of St. Luke – the 
calf, is missing, and therefore, the pentalpha should 
be connected with him and the cult of Virgin Mary.5 
Another possible explanation is that the five ends of 
the star can be connected with the five wounds of 
Christ`s body.6

However, the fact that the symbol of pentalpha 
can be seen on the object of personal piety in an al-
most one millennium period requires seeking some 
other explanation.7 one of the most popular magical 
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1. Rings with pentagram symbol (according to O. Zorova)
1. Прстени со претстава на пентаграм од Балканот (според О. Зорова)
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treatises of the late antique period is surely the so-
called “Testament of Solomon”.8 it describes how 
solomon was enabled to command demons by means 
of a magical ring entrusted to him by the Archangel 
Michael. What is more interesting in the story is that, 
in some versions, the ring, or the solomon`s seal is 
described as a simple pentagram (pentalpha) motive.9 
We believe that exactly this passage of the legend is 
the crucial one for explaining the long-lasting life of 
this symbol. The need to seek power strong enough 
to distracts demons and help preventing deceases re-
sulted in adopting this simple motive on the medieval 
rings, as an insurance for the help of the supernatural 
forces.  One of the most obvious meaning of this sign 
is  Dolger`s late antique doctors stamp, with inscribed 
“Hygieia” (Health) and Theta for “Thanatos” (Death) 

between which the pentalpha is represented (fig. 4).10 
These way, pentalpha is closing (preventing) death 
to reach to the health of man. The depiction of five-
end star can be seen on other objects with clearly 
visible magical connotation, often represented with 
other mystical symbols and figures. For example, 
it is present on the silver amulets from Ashmolean  
Museum (fig. 5) and Menil collection (fig.6),11 rings 
from Sicilia (fig.7) and Menil collection (fig.8) ,12 
amuletic armbands from Fouquet collection and the 
Cairo Museum,13 combined with other magical im-
ages – Hystera, Chnoubis and Magical rider, often 
named Solomon.14 The pentagram was recognized as 

2. Rings with motive of “blessing” (according to E. Maneva)
2. Прстени со претстава на мотивот на „благослов“ (според Е. Манева)
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the symbol of health among the Pythagoricians,15 and 
the powers that possesses as the seal of solomon, 
marked his appearance as one of the most useful pro-
phylactic and apotropaic devices in the late antique 
and medieval period.  

Another group of band rings, with the varia-
tions in depicting two figures in the act of blessing 
(sometimes identified as baptizing), or with cross or 
the Christ`s figure between them, is another exam-
ple of seeking protection and health of the ordinary 
people (fig. 2).16  Although those specimen are taken 
individually and thus identified as: warrior saints; St. 
Constantine and Helen; baptism or imperial couple 
blessed by Christ,17 we believe that all of them are 

part of one iconographical scheme, that can be identi-
fied as marriage couple, and that the rings with this 
kind of ornamentation have role to secure marital 
peace, health and successive childbearing. Studies on 
the byzantine marriage rings can clearly distinguish 
the evolution path of their iconography.18 The oldest 
ones, those from fourth to fifth century are showing 
the bust portraits of husband and wife, facing one 
another. Sometimes, small cross can be represented 
between their faces (fig. 9).19 on the marriage rings 
from sixth – seventh century, a more “Christianized” 
depiction appears – the bride and the groom are rep-
resented frontal, with the large cross between them 
(fig.10). In the same period, another type of marriage 
rings appears – the ones that are depicting the actu-
al event of marriage ceremony in symbolic way, in Studies in Magical Amulets, Chiefly Graeco-Egyptian, 

Ann Arbor, 1950.
15 P. Pedrizet, Negotium perambulans in tenebris : 

études de démonologie gréco-orientale, strasbourg 1922,   
35-38.

16 Е. Mанева, op, cit., 89, T. 84; 
17 Ibidem, 89; V. Bikić, op. cit., 121, sl. 92.

3. Ring with scorpion from Vodoča (according to E. Maneva)
3. Прстен со претстава на скорпион (според Е. Манева)

4. Stamp with pentagram symbol and inscription 
(according to Dolger)

4. Печат со претстава на пентаграм и натпис 
(според Долгер)

5. Amulet with pentagram and other magical symbols – 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (according to Spier)

5. Амулет со претстава на пентаграм и други магиски 
симболи – Ашмолеан Музеј, 

Оксфорд (според Спаер)

18 G. Vikan, Early Christian and Byzantine rings in the 
Zucker family collection, Journal of the Walters Art Gal-
lery 45, 1987,   33-39, fig. 7- 11.

19 C.H. Read, British Museum. A guide to the early Chris-
tian and Byzantine Antiquites, Oxford 1921, 54, fig.31.
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6. Amulet with pentagram and other magical symbols – 
Menil Collection, Houston (according to Spier)

6. Амулет со претстава на пентаграм и други магиски 
симболи – Колекција Менил, Хјустон (според Спаер)

7. Ring with “hystera” and pentagram with other 
magical symbols – Sicily (according to Spier)

7. Прстен со престава на „хистера“ и пентаграм со 
други магиски симболи – Сицилија (според Спаер)

8. Ring with “hystera” and pentagram with other 
magical symbols - Menil Collection, 

Houston (according to Spier)
8. Прстен со престава на „хистера“ и пентаграм со 

други магиски симболи - Колекција Менил, 
Хјустон (според Спаер)

9. Marriage Ring – British Museum (according to Read)
9. Венчален прстен – Британски Музеј (според Рид)

which the Christ itself is the priest who is performing 
the rite. There are two variants of it – the first one is 
representing Christ holding their hand (fig. 11, 12), 
and the second one is representing him while places 
the wedding crowns on their heads (fig.13) .20  

Therefore, the illustrated examples from cata-
logue of medieval rings from Republic of Macedo-
nia, (fig. 2), although very simplified, can be identi-
fied as follows: 22/12, 75/3, 57/21, 44/1, 44/10 are 
depicting Christ blessing or crowning the bride or 
groom; 31/152, 57/51, 45/18 are depicting the couple 
with cross between them; 31/154 is representing both 
bride and groom crowned by Christ the High Priest.  

The representative examples of marriage rings 
from the byzantine oecumena, sometimes with eight 
sided hoop, or with the inscription of Psalm 5 and 
the words like “Harmony” and “Health” testifies for a 

20 G. Vikan, loc.cit; for the numismatic influence 
on creating the scene, see О. Зoрова, Нумизматички 
предлошки во декорацијата на средновековните 
прстени – сцени на „благословување“, Paper presented 
on XXth symposium of MAND, 2008 (unpublished); A. 
Wаlker, Numismatic and Metrological Parallels for the 
Iconography of Early Byzantine Marriage Jewelry. The 
Question of the Crowned Bride, Travaux et mémoires 16 

- Mélanges Cécile Morrisson, 2010, 849-863. I wish to 
thanks to O. Zorova for allowing me to study her paper 
before it is published.
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magical invocations and level of intentionality in rep-
resentations of those rings and speaks in favor of mari-
tal goal for healthy life and successful childbirth.21

The newly found ring form the medieval necropo-
lis at Vodoča  has an unique depiction of scorpion 
on its bezel (fig. 3).22 Further interest of this subject 
reveled that this ring was part of a deposition of a 
relatively rich grave (N. 369), containing four more 
rings (one of them can be identified as “archery” 
ring) and iron parts of boots, identified the deceased 
as a descendant of a traditional warrior family and a 
member of a special military siege unit - scorpidia.23 
Here, we would like to bring attention to another pos-
sible explanation of the representation of scorpion 
on the ring from Vodoča. The scorpidia as a siege 
weapon is well attested in the antique period,24 but 
still, even knowing that this weapon existed in the 
byzantine era, it was probably named with a different 
name, since none of the historical sources are refer-
ring to any siege weapon as scorpion.25  Therefore, it 
his more plausible that the scorpion was a sign of an-

10. Marriage Ring – Dumbarton Oaks Collection 
(according to Vikan)

10. Венчален прстен – Дамбертон Оукс 
колекција (според Викан)

11. Marriage Belt – Dumbarton Oaks Collection 
(according to Vikan)

11. Венчален појас - Дамбертон Оукс колекција 
(според Викан)

12. Marriage Ring – Walters Art Gallery 
(according to Vikan)

12. Венчален прстен – Волтерс Арт Галерија 
(според Викан)
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прстен од Водоча, ГЗФФ 62, Скопје 2009, 319-326.

23 eadem, Повторно за воинот од посадата на 
скорпионите од Водоча, MAA 19, Скопје 2010; Eadem, 
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Strumice, Archaeologia Adriatica 4, 2010,   339-356
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ment,  Oxford 1969, 53, 61, 79, 97 f.
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Warfare: Instructional Prescriptions and Historical Prac-
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other military unit. We were able to find another rep-
resentation of scorpion as a military insignia, com-
missioned by the venetian artist in byzantine manner 
(fig. 14). On the vita icon - The Life of St. Orsola, 
painted by Paolo veneziano, the king of the Huns 
is represented guarded by a warriors belonging to a 
unit of scorpions, represented on the shield of one of 
them.26 Although we don`t know the status of the unit 
within the army of that period, it is obvious that they 
are not connected with the siege weapons and that the 
scorpion could be a symbol of a different, well armed 
infantry unit.

The main scope of this research was to pointed 
out the mysterious world of the image and its mean-
ing in byzantine art. It leaves enough space for a con-
stant complements of the subject, and opens plenty 
of ways to look for the solution of the problems of 
symbolical significance in the medieval world.

14. King of the Huns from polyptich of Life of St. Orsola, 
detail, around 1321 (according to A. Babuin)

14. Kралот на Хуните од полиптихот од Св. Орсола, 
ок. 1321 (според А. Бабуин)

13. Marriage Ring – British Museum (according to Read)
13. Венчален прстен – Британски Музеј (според Рид)
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D.C., 2000; A. Babuin, Τα επιθετικά όπλα των Βυζαντινών 
κατά την ύστερη περίοδο: 1204 – 1453, University of ioan-
nina 2009,   253-286 (Unpublished PhD Thesis).

26 A. Babuin, op. cit., 1099.
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Во богатата колекција на средновековен накит 
од Македонија, постојат неколку групи на сред-
новековни прстени со интересна, и само делумно 
објаснета симболика. Во трудот се разгледани три 
примера: прстени со декорација во вид на пента-
грам,  прстени со т.н. мотив на „благослов“ и но-

вооткриениот прстен со претстава на шкорпион 
од Водоча. Претставени се нивните можни тол-
кувања, но и нови толкувања, засновани пред се 
на пишаните извори и репрезентативните визан-
тиски примероци.

Дејан ЃОРЃИЕВСКИ

За симболичните претстави на неколку типови 
средновековни прстени

Резиме


